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This Tutorial Text on Decision Tables using DETABrX was developed f or 
t he Decision 'l'able Symposium held 1n New York City on September 20 and 
21 , 1962 under joint sponsorship of the JUG-CODASYL Systems Development 
Group and the ACM Joi nt Users Group. This self-instruction t ype t ext 
was used on the second day of the Symposium with instructors present to 
clarify questions which might arise. An average of approximatel y one 
(1) instructor to 2S students was found to be satisfactory . If the 
attached corrections are made, it 1s thought that one (1) instructor 
should be able to handle at least 50 students and that much could be 
gained without any instructors. It is assumed that the student will 
start at t he front of the text and go straight through to the end . 

The text was developed I 

1 . To give an introductory learning experience in t he us e of 
Decision 'l'ables t hemselves. 

2. To give specific instructions in the use of DETAB-X, an 
experimental language combining Docision Table structur e 
and COBOL 61 language with minor modifications . In the 
design of DETAB-X, a number of somewhat arbitrary decis i ons 
were made, such as : the use of vertical rules as opposed 
to hor izontal rules, and the sequence in "Which rules are 
given haVing no influence on how subsequent rules using 
the same tables are formed. 

Problems contained in Sections I , II and III were designed to demonstrate 
certain concepts which it. was desired for the student to understand . In 
some of t he problems, it will be noted that the condition statements for 
a rule are not necessarily independent of those in another rul e , and that 
t he stated sequence is implied . The problems in Section IV adhere t o the 
rules spelled out in DETAB-X with minor modifications, and demonstrate 
how it would be possible to make use of exis ting programming languages in 
conjunction with Decisi on Table structlD"8. Tlu'oughout the text s ome 
problems have been aver- simplified and ochers are quite trivial . However, 
i t was t hought that the main objective might best be met using many 
problems rather than one. In answer to numerous requests, it i s hoped 
an article presenting a complete problem will be forthcoming befor e l ong . 

Tt. 1.Q hi IJ'h1v nesirable that the student realize that the r eason behind 
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Subject , ERRATA - DECISION TABLE TUTORIAL DSING DETAB- X 

October 1 , 1962 

The £ollowing changes should be made to the Decision Table TUtorial Manual , 
and the comments noted. 

r-4 Paragraph 2 line 1 should read: 

"If the specimen is an animal , and it has 4 legs, and it has a 
long nose •. , II 

1- 5 Conunent: Since the meaning was not altered in any way, these 
rules were stated by a shortened version. 

Rule 2 may also be stated: "If the specimen is an animal, and 
it has 4 legs, and a short nose, and a long neck, then it is a 
giraffe and go to Table G. II 

Rule 3 may also be stated: 

"If ilie specimen i.B an animal, and it has .4 legs, am a long nose, 
and a long neck, then it is an hallucination and go to a psychiatrist . II 

1-7 Line 1 should read: 11, •• in Rule 1 are ~ met, then try Rule 2, 11 

1-8 Rule number row in table header: 

Change 5 to ELSE . 

1-9 Rule number row in table header: 

Change 9 to ELSE . 

1- 10 Line 1 : change page 7 to page 8 . 

1-10 Line 2 should read: 

"In TABIE CHANGE we 'WOuld have searched until we reached the 
EISE Rule." 



ERRATA - DECISION TABLE TUTOIUAL USING DETAB- X 2 . 

11-4 The stub of Condition Raw S in the table should read! "TAPE FAULTY" 

11- 5 Comment: The actions noted in this over-simplified table are the 
onas normally required of the tape librarian. An ElSE Rule 1s not 
required in this table because it 1s understood that the librarian 
will investigate all situations out of the ordinary that occur. 

11-6 The Stub of Condition Row 5 in the table should read: "TAPE FAULTY" 

11-6 Condition Row 3 Rule 2 should )';"ead~ uLR CURR YEARt'. 

II-8 
and 
II-I0 

III-4 

III-6 

III-6 

III-7 

III-8 

III-9 

LR • LesseR than 

The Stub of Condition Row 5 in the tables for added clarity may be 
read: "VACATION WEEKS EARNED ~UAL Td'. 

Double vertical line should separate stub from entries i n table . 

Double vertical line should separate stub from entries in table. 

comment: Note that it is permissible to have either an additional 
Rule number (such as Rule 3 in the table ) or an EISE Rule to insure 
that al l conditions have been tested. 

Line I) , 

(PCGRS) should be changed to (RDGRS). 

Double vertical line should separate stub fro.m entries in table . 

Line 2 paragraph 2 should read: trwhen the ~ oper~tion is 
executed, a record ..• II 

Ill-IO Conrnentr Regarding the Stub of Action ROW" 1 in table, see IV-31 
last paragraph . 

Ill-ll Line 2 should read: 



ERRATA - DECISION TABLE TUTORIAL USING DETAB-X 

III-12 Comment f Ana'Wer 3 may include any 2 of the 4 data names in the 
action area r 

RATE 
PURATE 
RS!(FAC 
SFRFAC 

111-13 Line 1 word 2 should be row instead of rule . 

III-13 Line 3, Space. ehould be allowed in formula (RATE - SPRFAC). 
When spaces are omittedj formula becomes a hyphenated data name. 

111- 13 Line 7 last word should be raw instead of rule, 

111- 13 Question 3 s hould read: "Which condition row 1s in extended 
entry form ." 

III-16 AIlBW8r 4. ItBlank" should be changed to "BANK". 

III-16 The stub of Action Row 3 in table should read: 

IISET BNDAMl' ~ BNDAMl'" 

III-16 Th~ Stub of Actl?n Row 5 in table should read: 

"SET STKAMT ~ STKAMT" 

III-19 The Stub of Condition Row B should read: 

"QJANTITY OR ON-RAND-Au 
I 

III-21 Last entry heading should read: EISE 

III-21 The Stub of Condition Row 8 should read: 

"QUANTITY GR ON-RAND-A" 

TTT- 21 rnsert IINII in table entriest 

3. 



ERRATA - DECISION TABlE TUTORIAL USINO DETAB-X 4. 

IV-2 

IV-2 

IV-9 

IV-ll 

IV-16 

IV-19 

IV- 19 

IV-19 

IV-20 

IV-21 

IV-28 

Comment: The Evaluation Sequence indicates that in evaluating a 
formula the normal algebraic rules ar e followed , e . g ., multiplication 
and division take pr ecedence over addition and subtract ion, and 
portions of the formula within the parentheses are eval uated before 
the portions outside the parentheses . 

Insert vertical line between Meaning and Evaluation Sequence columns . 

Double horizontal lines should appear at the bottom of the Condition 
rows in the first two tables. 

Double horizontal line should appear at bottom of Condition rows in 
first t able . 

Double vertical lines should separate stub from entries in tables . 

Paragraph 1 last sentence should read : 

liThe condition stub may not be left blank. 1I 

Firat .Table, stub of Condition Row 2 insert IlSex- Code ll • 

Double vertical lines should separate stub from entri es in tables . 

CoJ1dition Row 2, Rule 1 should read: !lIB. 111 . 

Condition Row 3 should read: 

1 2 3 4 5 I STATUS USED USED 

Line 5 should read; 

,,- (hyphen) or blank 
rule is satis.fied. " 

The action will not be executed when the 



ERRATA - DECISION TABLE TUTORIAL USING DETAB- X 

IV-ill Answer 21 should readr 

"Write EXIT , 
then sequence 
satisfied. " 

TAB- F (for example) beneath 
control would still paBS to 

5. 

the table name FIRST-TAB, 
T~F when Rule 2 was 

IV- 4'l b. Condition- Names . Delete word "optional" after "88Boc:L9.ted data-name". 



REVISED 10/62 

The Sequence Control Operator DO sete up a transfer to another table , 

and the return when that table has been executed, Therefore, in Rule 4, 

if CODE equals "A" , TAIl012 would be executed, control 'Would then retlU'n to 

the next action rule which is DO TABOl). After control was returned to 

TABOO7, TAB013 would be executed. The Sequence Control Operator 00 TO 

would then transfer control to TAB016 . In the absenoe of a GO TO Operator, 

Control is transferred to the next table as directed by the table header or 

executive routine. 

TABoo7 

I RULE 4_ 

DO TAB012 

. .J.. DO TAB01' -
.J.. GO TO TAB016 

• 

~AR 012 

" II TAB 013 

TAB 016 

QUESTIONS 



REVISED 10/62 

Al5WERS - EXAMPLE 8 

1. Execute the table named in t he operand and return to the following action. 

2. If the code is S, move READ 1 to NAMENO J move READL. to STKAMl', move 

(STKAHr • READ5) to STKAHr, DO Table 013, and 00 TO Table 016 . 

3. The next table as specified. 

, 
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DECISION TABLES 

Introduction 

Decision Tables are not new. In fact it would be difficult to 

find a person who has never used a table in some form. Almost everyone 

has used tables for insurance rates, calorie counts. or - although it 

may not be pleasant to think about it - income tax. 

Decision tables present a useful means of analyzing and portraying 

logic because they provide a graphical representation of complex pro-

cedures in a way that is easy to visualize and understand. Decision 

tables are a method of s tating conditions which must tie met in order to 

draw concluBions and decide what action to take. 

Simple decisions are made by people every day. For example, before 

leaving the house in the morning a man decides whether or not to wear a 

topcoat. He probably r easons: 

if rain i s forecast 

~ if the weather is cool 

~ if I will be late getting home 

~ if my wife insists I wear it 

~ if Mr. Jones is wearing one (I must keep up 
with the Joneses) 



Another way of expressing the same situation is: 

if clear is forecast 

and if the weather is warm 

and if I'll be home early 

and if my wife doesntt insist 

and if Mr. Jones isn't wearing one 

then I won't wear a topcoat . 

In this case all five conditions must be satisfied if he is not to 

wear his topcoat. A decision table uses the same principle - all con-

ditions must be satisfied before the conclusion is drawn and the action , 
taken. Thus the basic concept of a decision table is the if 

. . and then .•• relationship . 

A decision table differs from other tables in that it is separated 

into two parts . The upper part is used to state the conditions (the if's) 

and the lower section states the actions which are to be taken 8S a result 

(the then's). 

The easiest way to construct a decision table is to 

(1) Define your problem 

(2) List all possible conditions 

(3) List the actions that are to be taken with each combination 
of condi tions. 



1 2 3 

Grass needs cutting? ye. no ye. no 

Weather good? ye. yes no no 

Cut the grass Sat. A.M. . . . 
Play golf Sat. P .M. Sat. A.M. . . 

The section above the double line contains the conditions and the 

section below states the actions. Each set of conditions and actions is 

called a rule . In this example there are four rules . If this weekend 

the weather is good and the grass doesn't need cutting, then according 

to our table, (Rule 2) we can play golf Saturday morning. If, however, 

the grass needs cutting and the weather 1s bad, then according to the 

table (Rule 3) we can't cut the grass and we can't play golf. 

Now that you have some idea of what a decision ta~le looks like , 

let's look at another example and examine it in more detail. 



ELEPHANT OR GIRAFFE? 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 BLSE 

Is it an animal? Yes Yes Yes 

NlUnher of legs - 4 4 4 

Nose 10ng* short l ong 

Neck short l ong long 

Then it is elephant gir affe hallucination 

Go t o Table E Table G psychiatrist Tab l e X 

* long -). 3 feet 

First observe that the tab l e has 8 title. The title is important because 

it enables you to refer to one table from another by 8 "Go to (table title)". 

Also notice that 8S before , the table is divided into upper and lower sections 

by the horizontal double line. Again, the conditions are listed in the upper 

sections and the actions in the lower. In addition to the double horizontal line 

is a double vertical line which divides the table into two sections: the left 

side is called the stub , and the right side contains the entries. As stated be 

fore, each vertical combination of conditions and actions is called a rule. 

Rule 1 is r ead: If the specimen is an animal, and it has 4 legs , and it 

has a long nose , and it has a short neck, then it is an elephant and go to the 

table entitled E. The underlined words are not stated in the table but are implied 

by the table layout. If the characteristics of the specimen do not coincide w~th 

all the conditions of Rule 1. we move to the next rule and examine the conditions 

listed there. If we sa tisfy all the conditions of a rule , we then carry out the 

actions of that rule. Since only one ru l e can be satisfied in a single pass 



1 . Rule 2 

Rule 3 

COMMENT: 

If the specimen is an animal with 4 legs, a short nose 
and a long neck, it is a giraffe and go to Table G. 

If the specimen is an animal with 4 legs, a long nose 
and a long neck, it is an hallucination and go to a 
psychiatrist . 

Since the meaning was not altered in any way, these rules 
were stated by the sho rtened version . 

Rule 2 may also be stated: 

If the specimen is an animal, and it has 4 legs, and a 
short nose, and a long neck, then it is a giraffe and go to 
Table G. 

Ru l e 3 may also be stated: 

If the speci men is an animal. and it has 4 l egs, and a 
long nose , and a long nec~, then it is an hallucination and 
go to a psychiatrist. 



Decieion tables can be written in two forms w limited entrY and 

.xtended entry. Table CREDIT 18 an example of a limited entry table. 

CREDIT 

1 2 3 4 

Credi t 01(. y N N N 

Pay experience favorable - Y N N 

Special clearance obtained - - y N 

Approve order X X X -
Return order to sales - - - X 

Rule 1 reads "If credit is OK then approve the order . Again the 

underlined words are implied by the format . 

In limited entry form, the entire condition or action is written in 

the stub and the entry portion is limited to a single character . In a 

limited entry condition the entry contains a Y (Yes), N (No) , or ~ (the 

condition is not r~levant). In a limited entry action, the entry contains 

an x (execute) or (do not execute) . 

In contrast, the extended entry form has part of the condition .or action 

extended directly into the entry. 

Both forms may be used ·within one table , but anyone horizontal row 

(condition or action) must be limited or extended. 

You may note from the examples that the basic concept of a single' rule 



in Rule 1 are not met, then try Rule 2 . If no rule succeeds . it i s im-

plied that something is wrong. Now if we have cons id ered all aig

nificant possibilities and we want to indfcate "Go ahead anyway with 

a special routine" then we put ELSE in the last rule, or we provide 

for a general purpose table error routine. 

Now that you have a basic understanding of the structure of 

decision tables, consider « more realistic and interesting example 

a candy vending machine . This machine dispenses 5 cent and 10 cent 

candy bars and will take nickels, dimes, and quarters and give the 

necessary change. The machine is operated by inserting a coin and 

pushing a button to select the desired candy bar. Table SELECT 

determines if the item selected is in stock, and, if it 18, refers 

to Table CHANGE which determines the change to be retur'ned. 

Let us follow the logic when a quarter i8 inserted and Item 2, 

a ten cent bar, i8 wanted; i.e., 

Item wanted - Item 2 

Money Inserted - Quarter 

Price - Ten 



SELECT 

I 2 3 4 ELSE 

I t em wa nted I tem I Item 2 Item 3 Refund -

Any items in Stock I Stock 2 Stock 3 - -

Go to CHANGE: X X X - -
. 

Refund coin(s) - - - X -

Light select button - - - - X 

Stop - - - X -

Go to SELECT - - - - X 

We begin with Table SELECT. Since Item I i s not the ITEM WANTED, 

the first condition of Rule I is not met and we go to the neyt rule . 

Item 2 is the ITEM WANTED . The second condition asks, "Are there 

any items left i n Stock 21 " Fortunately t he machine \o1as recently 

restocked so the answer is yes and t he conditions of Rule 2 are sat

isfied. Therefore, from the act i on portion we are directed to the 

CHANGE Table . 

QUESTION 2 

What wou ld happen if there is no Item 2 l eft in stock? 



ANSWER 2 

Ru l e 5 wou l d be satisfied and the select button wou l d be lighted. 

1 

Mone y i nse r ted - 5 

Pr ice ... 5 

Bal a nce of nickels ~ -

Balance of dimes ~ -

Retu rn nickels 0 

Return dimes 0 

Dispense item and change X 

Stop X 

Light select -
Go to se l ect -

CHANG~ 

2 

10 

5 

1 

-

1 

0 

X 

X 

-

-

3 

10 

10 

-
-

0 

0 

X 

X 

-
-

4 5 6 

25 25 25 

5 5 5 

- 2 4 

2 1 -

0 2 4 

2 1 0 

X X X 

X X X 

- - -

- - -

7 8 ELSE 

25 25 -
10 10 -

1 3 -
1 - -

1 3 -
1 0 -
X X -
X X -

- - X 

- - X 

Starting at the leftmost co l umn of the change table entries we do not 

satisfy condition one unti l we reach Ru le 4 . We check Ru le 4 to see if con

dition two is satisf i ed. It isn 't. Therefore, we must go to t he nex t rule 

and continue our search unti l we find a rule In which a l l the conditions are 

satisfi ed. In Rule 7 both the first two conditions are satisfied. Now we 

must check to see if the other conditions are met; i .e., if there 18 at leas t 

one dime and one nickel left. If there are, we continue down Ru l e 7 and 

perform t he actions t he r e. If e i t her of t he last two cond i tions i n Rule 7 

were not satisfied , we wou l d go to t he next r ule and continue our search. 

Assuming t hat Ru l e 7 conditions are satisfied, 1 nickel a nd 1 dime are 

returned and Item 2 is dispensed. The machine stops. 

QUESTION 3 

Explain what wou l d happen if the machine were out of nickels whe n we made 



ANSWER 3 

The procedure in TABLE SELECT would be the same as described on page 8. 

In TABLE CHANGE we would have searched until we reached the ELSE Rule . 

Here there are no conditions so we drop through to the action portion, 

light the select button and go back to TABLE SELECT to await the next item 

(or refund) to be selected. 

There is a manual operation inferred for selecting another item or 

refund . Normally, the refund button is pressed when you do not receive 

the item selected. 



WHY DECISION ~ABLES 

The need that exists today for a stAndard method for defining proble~ 

has led to experimentation with Decision Tables. To date no approach see~ 

to offer as much success -- particularly in those "sticky" problem areas. 

As you well know, what causes them to be "sticky" is not so muc:h the con

ditions which have been defined, but rather those conditions which have 

not been defined. 

In our computer world probably the hardest thing for us to get at has 

been this precise definition of the problem to be solved. This boils itself 

down to defining exactly what is to be done under all combinations of cir

cumstances. With Decision Tables we may make a breakthrough. Their 

tabular format not only forces organized thinking along the line of exact 

problem definition, but also lends itself to direct input to a computer 

system for automatic programmdng . 

To indicate the potential benefits to be realized from the use of a 

tabular form, the following statements paraphrase various user opinions: 

DECISION TABLES •.•• 

..•. Spell out the problem clearly, systematically and precisely . 

..•. Encourage completeness by detecting any omissio~ in the 



..•. Eliminate unnecessary verbal description which is prone 

to misinterpretation . 

•... Force ambiguous items to be clarified . 

.•.. Show graphically the alternatives and exceptions, and point 

up the meaningful relationships among variables . 

•... Employ common ground rules in table formation so that all 

persons familiar with the rules can work through a given 

logic structure . 

•..• Serve 8S their own documentation device. 

A few problems, patterned after real computer ins'tallation experience, 

are presented to demonstrate further the value of using Decision Tables to 

define problems. Attempt to work through these problems using this tabular 

approach. 

We believe that the narrative in which these problems are described 

compares to many problem descriptions that you have met at one time or 

another in your data processing installation. 

We want to warn you, however, that you will encounter difficulty in 

attemoting to solve these problemB 8S presented, This will be due to the 



incomplete. You will note that Decision Tables point up these trouble 

~pots as the problem io defined. while a verbal description tends to 

ignore them. 

Some of the glaring exampleA of ambiguity and incompleteness that you 

encounter will be spelled out in the problem answers . We are sure you will 

be able to spot other examples which are not mentioned in the answers. It 

is our objective to emphasize through these examples that evasive items can 

be pinpointed with Decision Tables. For our purposes at the present, we are 

not necessarily concerned with what each and every omission is. 



Prob lcm {Il 

JOB #1235 Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 

IS CONPUTER RUN SCHEDULED Y 

TAPES RETURNED ARE -
IS COMPUTER RUN COMPLETED 

IS PRINTING COMPLETED 

TAPE FACULTY - - - B25CO 

SELECT REELS LABELED 

LABEL BLANKS 

SEND TO COMPUTER REELS LABELED 

SCHEDULE PRINTER 

SEND TO PRINTER REEL LABELED 

FILE REEL LABELED 

RELEASE REEL LABELED 

GO TO JOB 

The entries appearing in the table above have been inserted 

in order to help you in completing the table. 

P25CD 



Problem Hl 

It is the tape librarian's responsibility to keep track of the 

disposition of all tapes. For this resson there is a book of instructione 

in which all actions required of her are specified by Job Number on a pre-

printed form like the one on the opposite ~age. When new instructions are 

issued, she makes whatever changes are necessary to keep this book up -to-
• 

date, in addition to actually logging all reels that have been sent out. 

filed, or released. 

Job 01235 is a simple operation in which an output tape (B25CD) from 

a previous job (#1230) is further processed for Report (P25CD). Job #1235 

is normally run on Tuesday, but in the event of a crowded schedule may be 

held over to the following day. Reel dates should be £urrent Date or 

Current Date -1 day. B25 reels are to be held for 3 cycles; P25 reels are 

to be released following printing. (CD is used to represent Current Date 

or Current Date -1 day. Its format (6 digits) is MO-DA-YR.) 

Since Run *1235 produces a print tape (P25) as output, the librarian 

labels a blank tape which she sends along with the input (B25) to ' the com-

puter room prior to the run. Upon the return to the library of both reels, 

the input (B25CD) is filed ; P25 is scheduled for printing and then sent to 

the Printer Room. 



Answer - Problem Hl 

JOB 111235 Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 

IS COMPUTER RUN SCHEDULEP Y - - - -
TAPES RETURNED ARE - P25CD P25CD - -
IS COMPUTER RUN COMPLETED N Y Y - -
IS PRINTING COMPLETED - N Y - -
TAPE FACULTY - - - B25CD P25CD 

SELECT REELS LABELED B25CD - - - -
LABEL BLANKS P25CD - - - -
SEND TO COMPUTER REELS LABELED B25CD 

P25CD -
SCHEDULE PRINTER - X - - -
SE:NO TO PRINTER REEL LABELED - P25CD 

FILE REEL LABELED - B25CD - - -

RELEASE REEL LABELED _"ZSCD P25CD B25CD P25CD - 3Cycles 

GO TO JOB - - - 1230 1235 



Were there any omissions in the definition of the problem? In com

pleting this table you were probably cogni~ant of the fact that all possible 

conditions were not stated in the narrative ,form. No mention was made as to 

what action the librarian should take in the event that a rerun of Job #1235 

was required. It was merely stated that there could be a rerun. Nor was 

there mention made of what to do when tapes were faulty . The answer Table 

was completed assuming that faulty tapes (whether due to m~chine, manual, or 

program failure) would be released (or scratched) and the job rerun. 

Problem #1 serves to emphasize the importance of insuring completeness 

in problem definition, and in picking up logic omissions. Notice in using 

th~ tabular approach that you are forced to be complete. 



Problem 1t2 

VACATION WEEK 
VERIFICATION ROUTINE 

IS EMPLOYEE NUMBER IN SEQUENCE 

IS DISCONTINUED DATE PRESENT 

EMPLOYMENT YEAR IS 

EMPLOYMENT YEAR IS 

VA~&TION WEEKS EARNED 
UNE UAL TO 

DO VACATION CALCULATION 

WRITE ERROR 

GO TO TABLE 

Rule 
1 

Y 

N 

YR-~~~ 
-
3 

Rul e Rule Rul e Rule 
2 3 4 5 ELSE 

Y Y N -
N N N Y 

iLR _cURR EQ CUR -YR YR -
I~_;~I - - -

2 1 - -

LR: 1esse~ t han (Less Than) 

GR: GReater than 

EQ : mual to 



Prob lem 112: 

Because of the high activity on one of the Personnel tape files and 

the need for valid input, it was deemed necessary to incorporate a verifi-

cation routine in the first phase of the program. Fields to be checked are 

Discontinued Date, Employee Number, Employment Year and Vacation Weeks Earned. 

No record is to be examined further if it is found to contain a Di8-

continued Date. 

The records on this tape are to be in sequence by Employee Number, and 
I 

there must be an Employment Year in order to check the accuracy of the field 

Vacation Weeks Earned. The correct number of Vacation Weeks Earned must 

always appear in that field. 

The procedure followed for calculating Vacation Weeks Earned is: 

1. If Employment Year is equal to current year, then employee has 

earned l week vacation. 

2. If Employment Year is equ,al to or less than Current Year minus 

5 years, then employee has earned 3 weeks vacation. 

3. If Current Year minus employment year is greater than zero and less 

than 5 years, t hen employee has earned 2 weeks vacation . 

Wben the record is verified , proceed to Process Table. 

Construct the Decision Table. Although omissions have been made in the 

verbal description, complete the table as far as you are able . When finished, 



Answer Problem #2 

VACATION WEEK 
VERIFICATION ROUTINE 

IS EMPLOYEE NUMlJER IN SEQUl~NCE 

IS DISCONTINUED DATE PRESENT 

EMPLOYMENT YEAR IS 

EMPLOYMENT YEAR IS 

VACATION WEEKS EARNED 
ImEQJ1A1.JQ 

DO VACATION CALCULATION 

WRITE ERROR 

GO TO TABLE 

Rule 
1 

Y 

N 

ILl, ~~Iu< 
YR-5YRS 

-

3 

X 

X 

l'ROCESS 

Rule 
2 

Y 

N 

LR CURl 
YR 

R CURR 
R- SYRS 

2 

X 

X 

PROCESS 

Rule 
3 

Y 

N 

E~~URR 

-

1 

X 

X 

PROCESS 

Rule 
4 

N 

N 

-

-

-
-

X 

READ 

Rule 
5 

-

Y 

-
-

-
-
X 

READ 

ELSE 

-
-

-

-

-

-

-
~CESS 

Did you notice that no mention was made of what to do if there was an 

error? We a.ssumed that the prograrrrner would want al l errors written out for 

checking purposes, so we added this action to our list . 

You will also note that although you a r e told not to examine records 

containing a discontinued date, you are not told what to do with them. Again 

we incorporated the actions ve t hought would probably be followed. 

Normally, a verbal descrip.tion req uires more than one reading to determine 

just what steps are to be taken at what time , and then, as we have seen, mi s -

int erpretation frequently occurs . 

The problem, as narrated, did not spell out explici tly that when the vaca

tion weeks fie ld is no t valid you are to calculate it. This was again merely 

implied. 



Problem H3 

For a smooth-running system. it is very important that OPERATIONS be 

notified of any and all actions that might have to be taken by them during 

a computer run. 

Programming furnished the operating procedures for Payroll Job #0565. 

By using a Decision Table see if you can determine if the following 

instructions were adequate. 



Jon #0565 
PAYROLL OPERATING PROCEDURES Rll]~ 1 Rule 2 Rule J Rule 4 Rule 5 

IS HALT AT LOCATION 026, Y Y Y Y N 

RUN DAY I S WED WED FRI OTHER -
IS CONTROL INFORMATION RECEIVED Y N - - -
STORE DATE AT LOCATION 0398 

ENTER CONTROL INFORMATION 

CONTINUE PROCESSING 

RERUN 

CONTACT PROGRAMMER , 

FOLLOW SPEC IAL INSTRUCTIONS 



Problem #3 (cont 1 d) 

JOB 90565 

PAYROLL OPERATING PROCUEDURES 

Halt 1 (8 program control point) should always occur and at location 0267. 

1. Wednesday (each week) 

a. Store Friday 1 s date (6 digits) at location 0398 HO-DA-YR 

b. Store Control Information, furnished by Payroll 

Division , as directed by typewriter tear sheet. 

If control informa tion is discovered to be miss

ing, investigate and r erun as soon as pos s ible. 

c. Continue Processing - Hit Start ,Key. 

2. Friday (each week) 

a. Store Wednesday's date at loca tion 0398 

b. No Control Information. 

c. Continue Process ing - Hit Start Key. 

MO-DA-YR 



Missing Procedures: 

1. If the run was done on any day other than Wednesday or Friday, 

then what? 

(We assumed that there were SPECIAL instructions to which we 

could refer.) 

2. What should the operator do in the event that a Halt occurred at 

a location other than 0267? 

(In this case we contacted the Programmer.) 

3. Was there any confusion regarding which Friday and which Wednesday? 

Our Table looked like the following: 

Answer - Problem #3 

JOB #0565 
PAYROLL OPERATING PROCEDURES Rule I Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 

IS HALT AT LOCATION 0267 Y Y Y Y N 

RUN DAY IS WED WED FRI OTHER -, 

IS CONTROL INFORMATION RECEIVED Y N - - -
STORE DATE AT LOCATION 0398 F~~XkE roTE 

ENTER CONTROL INFORMATION X 

CONTINUE PROCESSING X X 

RERUN X 

CONTACT PROGRAMMER X , 

FOLLOW SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS X 



In all problems thus far, we have tried to emphasize how Decision 

Tables point up incomplete definition, for this is the biggest problem with 

which we are faced in the computer industry. 

Also evident is the ready application that may be made of Decision 

Tables in 3 of the main areas of a computer installation: 

1. manual· such as tape handling, 

2. programming logic, and 

3. operating procedures. 

Problem 114 

The following example serves to illustrate what might happen if a change 

is proposed to an existing system. Such a change mayor may not have a 

drastic effect. However, this can be readily determined if originally a 

Decision Table was used to state the logic flow. Sometimes it pays to 

evaluate whether or not a change should be made by determining what must 

be sacrificed to make it. Since a Decision Table is its own documentation 

device, it serves to point out quickly what areas would be affected. 



Problem 114 

PENALTY BILLING PROCEDURE 

MON'IHS OVERDUE 

MONnIS OVERDUE 

UNPAID BALANCE GR $500 

SPECIAL ACCOUNT 

CALCULATE 1% PENALTY CHARGE 

CALCULATE ·2% PENALTY CHARGE 

POST TO OPEN CHARGE 

POST TO INVOICE 

GIVE TO COLLECTION AGENCY 

GO TO INVOICE TOTAL RTN 

WRITE ERROR 

GO TO NEXT ACCOUNT 

RULE 
1 

GE 3 

LR 6 

N 

X 

X 

X 

X 

RULE RULE 
2 3 

GE 3 GE 6 

LR 6 

Y N 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

RULE RULE 
4 5 

GE 6 

Y 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

RULE RULE 
6 7 

RULE 
8 

ELSE 

X 

X 



Problem #4 (cont'd) 

In addition to regular billings, the Girard Company collects a penalty 

charge from all accounts whose payment is in arrear 3 or more months. For 

this reason a PENALTY BILLING PROCEDURE is in existence. " 

A charge of l~ is made on an upaid balance up to and including $500.00, 

and for over $5pO.00, 2~ is charged. This charge is added to the OPEN charge 

record and included on the invoice. After this penalty charge i8 calculated, 

the next step is an Invoice Totaling Routine. 

When an account is overdue 6 or more months, it is turned over to a 

collection agency. Company billing continues, however. 

This procedure has been in operation for a year. At the present time 

there is under consideration a change which will permit special billing 

privileges to be given to specified accounts. These accounts are to be billed 

every 2 months instead of every month which will delay their penalty charges 

and listing with a Collection Agency by one month . 

What changes muat be made to the logic flow to incorporate this plan? 

Make these changes to the table on the opposite page . 



Answer - Problem *4 

PENALTY BILLING PROCEDURE 

MONnIS OVERDUE 

MONTHS OVERDUE 

UNPAID BALANCE GR $500 

SPECIAL ACCOUNT 

CALCULATE 1% PENALTY CHARGE 

CALCULATE 2% PENALTY CHARGE 

POST TO OPEN CHARGE 

POST TO INVOICE 

GIVE TO COLLECTION AGENCY 

GO TO INVOICE TOTAL RTN 

WRITE ERROR 

GO TO NEXT ACCOUNT 

RULE 
1 

GE 3 

LR 6 

N 

N 

X 

X 

X 

X 

RULE RULE 
2 3 

GE 3 GE 6 

LR 6 

Y N 

N N 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

RULE RULE 
4 5 

GE 6 GE 4 

LR 7 

Y N 

N Y 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

RULE 
6 

GE 4 

LR 7 

Y 

Y 

X 

X 

X 

X 

RULE 
7 

CE 7 

N 

Y 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

RULE 
B 

PE 7 

Y 

Y 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

You can see that the modifications to the above program , that are re-

ELSE 

, 

X, 

X 

qui r ed to handl e the proposed change, are minor. Bear in mind, however, that 

an additional change must be made to a table that logically precedes this one. 

This is in order to incorporate an additiona l test to prevent Spec i a l Accounts 

which are overdue only 3 months from being processed by the Penalty Billing 

Tab le. Without this change such accounts would be processed by the ELSE column. 

It is well to remember that no account should enter thi s table unless 



CONCLUSION 

Decision Tables tend to simplify the definition of complex problems 

by concentrating on one small area at a time. Furthermore, the discipline 

of the technique forces you to include 1n a table all possible paths , 

eliminating ambiguities that tend to predominate 1n a number of other 

methods where it 1s not easy to determine if all possible paths have been 

considered. 

Decision Tables are two~dlmen8ional 1n nature. They permit U8 to fully 

express and consider both the sequential and parallel aspects of logic. This 

1s something that techniques such 8S flow charts and symbolic logic do not 

do ~.- they are primarily sequential in nature . 

The ramifications of a change to an existing system can be eas11y 

analyzed, and thus logical conclusions can be drawn. The ability to evaluate 

a possible change and also to effect that change are of the greatest importance. 

There is an indication that Decision Tables afford in a system design 

something that no other approach has yet been able to offer - flexibility. 

This is apparent not only in the individual table, but also in the ability 

to link tables together. 



DECISION TABLE PROBLEMS 

This Chapter is devoted to 8 series of exercises designed to introduce 

the concepts of Decision Tables. The material consists of examples of 

partial tables, a discussion about one or more elements in each table and 

several questions to t est your comprehension of the problem . After com

pleting the questions, you will find the correct answers on the following 

page . 

Failure to answer all the questions correctly could indicate a need 

to review the previous exercises. 



Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 

TYPCOD EQ 1 2 3 

SET MODEL EQ "CNVTBL" "HRDTOP" "STAWGN" 

EXAMPLE 1 



The table on the opposite page, if written in English, woula appear 

as follows: 

If the type code of the car body is 1, then the model is a convertible. 

If the type code of the car body 1a 2, then the model is a hardtop. 

If the type code of the car body 1a 3, then the model is a station wagon. 

This table has a sing le condition row which appears above the double 

horizontal line. 

(If) TYPeOD EQ 1 (or) 2 (or) 3 

It also contains a single action row, which appears below the double 

horizontal line. 

SET MODEL EQ "CNVTBL" (OR) "HRDTOP" (OR) "STAWGN" 

There are three decision rules in this table. In this case. the decilion 

rule 1s made up of one condition entry and one action entry . 

Rule 1 (IF) TYPeOD EQ 1 (Then) SET MODEL EQ "CNVTBL" . 

Rule 2 (IF) TYPCOD EQ 2 (Then) SET MODEL EQ "HRDTOP" . 

Rule 3 (IF) TYPCOD EQ 3 (Then) SET MODEL EQ IISTAWGN" . 

QUESTIONS 

1. The information appearing above the double horizontal line constitutes 

the 

2. The information appearine: below the double horizontal linp. r:nn"Htnt .. " 



ANSWER - EXAMPLE 1 

1. condition row . 

2. action row . 

3. three 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 

T'lPCOD EQ 1 2 3 

SET MODEL EQ "CNVTBL" "HRDTOP" "STAWGN" 

EXAMPLE 2 



, 
Condition statements and action statements are made up of dperands 

and operators. An operand is that information upon which the action i8 to 

take place. One form that the operand may take is a Data Name. A Da ta Name 

is a unique name ass igned to 8 data field . In Example 2, TYPCOD and HODEL 

are both Data Names. The data field TYPCOD may contain the values 1, 2, 

or 3. As a result of this table, the data field MOQEL will contain "CNVTBL", 

IIHRDTOP" or "STAWGN" . 

Another type of operand 1s the literal . A literal is the actual value 

of the operand to be used in a statement 8S opposed to a data field that 

will contain the value. In Example 2, the values I , 2, 3, "CNVTBL", "HRDTOP" 

and "STAWCW' a r e literals . Literals are of two types numeric and non-numeric. 

A numeric "literal may contain only numeric quantities using the digits 0 thru 

9 . A non- numeric literal may contain any allowab le character and is always 

enclosed in quote marks . In Example 2, the values I, 2, and J are numeric 

literalsj and "CNVTBL", "HRDTOP" and "STAWGN" are non-numeric literals. 

QUESTIONS - EXAMPLE 2 

1. List the data names in example 2. 

2. Lis t the literals. 

3. A data field is referred to by name, whereas a 

to by its actual value . 

4. Non-numeric literals are always surrounded by 

is referred 



ANSWERS - EXAMPLE 2 

1 . TYPCOD, HODEL . 

2 . I, 2 , 3. "CNVTBL". IIHRDTOP". "STAWmr'. 

3 . Literal. 

4. Quotation Marks. 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3* 

PAID EQ "W' "Gil 

SET PCHNAII EQ RDNAME RIlNAME -
SET PCHAMT EQ RDNET RDGKS -
WRITE CDPCH CDPCH -
READ CDREAD CDREAD -

, 

EXAMPLE 3 



This problem involves a utility billing procedu're. The bill stub 

that a customer returns with his payment has punched in it a net amount 

and a gross amount. Before the bill stub goes into the computer system. 

the letter N or G is punched into the card to indicate which amount was 

paid; it is then unnecessary to punch the amount of the payment. 

In English this table reads: 

Rule 1: If the data field PAID contains "N" (for net). transfer the 

customerls name from input card (RDNAHE) to output card 

(PCHNAM), transfer net amount (RDNET) to amount field (PCHAMT), 

write a card, and read another card . 

Rule 2: If the data field PAID contains "G" (for gross), transfer the 

customer ' s name from input card (RDNAHB) to output card (PCHNAM), 

transfer gross amount (RDGRS) to amount field (PCHAMT), write a 

card, and read another card. 

An operator describes the operations to be performed on the operands. 

In this case SET ••• EQ is a data manipulation operator. The action it de

scribes is the transfer of the contents of data name RDNAHE to data name 

PCHNAH; and the contents of data names RDNET or RDGRS to data name PCHAMT 

depending on which condition is satisfied. 

QUESTIONS 



r 
ANSWERS - EXAMPLE 3 

1. Transfer 

2. "Nil. "Gil. 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 

PAID EQ "N" "G" 

SET PCHNAM EQ RDNAlIE RDNAME -

SET PCHAMT EQ RDNET RDCRS -
WRITE CDPCH CDPCH -
READ CDREAD CDREAD -

EXAMPLE 4 



In order to compile any program, there must be a detailed description 

of the data elements referenced in the program. Each data field must be 

described. In addition data fields are grouped into units called Records. 

For example 8 record could be one time card or one stock number record. 

A file is the total number of these records associated with an input or 

output device. 

In this example Read and Write are Input/Output Operators. They re

quire file name operands. When the READ operat i on is execut ed , a record 

will be read from the file name CDREAD . This file happens to be associated 

with the card reader. The write operator will trigger the punching of a 

card. The operand CDPCH specifies the file name and record to be punched. 

QUESTIONS 

1. List the Data names in this table. 

2. List the flle names. 

3. The operand in a READ or WRITE action must be a 

4. A file is composed of __________ __ 



ANSWER - l!XAIIPLE 4 

1. PAID, PCHNAM, RDNAMB , PCHAKT , RDNET, RDGRS . 

2. CDPCH, CDREAD . 

3 . File name . 

4. Records 

Rule 1 

AGE LE 25 

SEX EQ "M" 
ACDNTS 

SET RATE EQ RATE + RSKFAC 

SET PURATE EQ RATE 

WRITE RATECD X 

EXAMPLE 5 

Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 

LE 25 GR 25 GR 25 

IIF" 

EQ 0 GR 0 

- SPRFAC 

RATE RATE RATE 

X X X 

~pp. TV.31 last oars2raph regarding the Stub of Action Row 1 



This table is an example of multiple condition rows. Rule I reads 

as follows: If Age is less than or equal to 25 and if Sex is Hale (H) ••• 

The blank in the third condition row indicates that the condition is not 

relevant to rule 1. (A blank is permissable as well as the hyphen to 

indicate irrelevant.) 

In addition we have introduced three of the conditional operators: 

EQ, LE, GR. There are six available conditional operators: 

Equal 

Less than 
(LesseR than) 

Greater than 

(EQ) 

(LR) 

(GR) 

Not Equal to 

Less than or Equal to 

Greater than or Equal to 

These operators are to be understood in the sense of a question to which 

(NE) 

(LE) 

(GE)" 

the answer can be only yes or no. The first condition in Rule I thus reads: 

"Is the age of the applicant less than or equal to 25 years?" If t he answer 

is ''yes '', the condition is satisfied. 

QUESTIONS 

1 . State Rule 3 in English . 

2. List the literals. 

3. List three data names in the condition area and four in the action area. 



~NSWERS - EXAMPLE S 

1. Rule 3: If the applicant 1_ over 25 and has had no accidents, 

subtract the s pecial rate factor from the previously 

computed rate , move the new rate to PURATE and Write 

a record to RATECD file. 

2. "M", "F", O. 25. 

3. ACDNTS, SEX. AGE: RATE, PURATE. RSKFAC. SPRFAC. 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 

AGE LE 25 LE 25 GR 25 GR 25 

SEX EQ "W' "F" 

ACDNTS EQ 0 GR 0 

SET RATE EQ RATE + RSKFAC - SPRFAC 

SET PURATE EQ RATE RATE RATE RATE 

WRITE RATECD X X X X 

EXAMPLE 6 



Action Row I demonstrates the use of SET operator in conjunction 

with a formula, (SET data-name EQ to formula), In this case the formula 

(RATE + RSKFAC) and (RATE - SPRFAC) is split between the stub and the entry. 

In Rule 1 the contents of RSKFAC are to he added to RATE if the conditions 

are satisfied, in Rule 3 the contents of SPRFAC are to be subtracted from 

the field RATE. 

In this example we introduce a new format in the third action row. 

Since the same action is to be carried out for each rule, we write the 

complete action specification in the stub part of the table (to the left 

of the vertical double line) and place X's in the entry part to indicate 

in which rules the action is to be executed. This is called a limited entry; 

the format of the previous tables is called extended entry, since the operand 

is extended into the entry portion of the table. The second action could 

also have been written in limited entry fashion, with SET PURATE EQ RATE 

entirely in the stub. and X's in the "OP" fields of the entries. 

QUESTIONS 

1. List the file names in this table. 

2 . Could action 2 have been written in limited entry form. 

3. Which condition row is in extended entry fo~. 

4. State Rule 4 in English. 



SET 

MOVE 

ANSWERS - EXAMPLE 6 

1. RATECD. 

2. Yes. 

3. All three. 

4. If Age is greater than 2.5 and Accidents is greater than Ot 

MOve RATE to PURATE and Write a record to RATEeD file . 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 

STKTYP EQ 01 02 03 

SRARES GR 100000 Y N 

TYPE EQ "INDIV" "BANK" "BROKER' 

STKVAL TO VALUE 1 VALUE 2 

WRITE REPORT X X X 

EXAMPLE 7 



This table demonstrates a limited entry in the condition roW. Pre

viously we had an example of a limited entry in the action section . In 

order for Rule I to be satisfied, the answer to Ills the number of sharee 

greater than 100000" must be yes. In order to satisfy Rule 3, the answer 

must be nQ. 

The data manipulation operator MOVE is also introduced in this example. 

The oper ator HOVE is very similar to SET except that the data movement is 

reversed. In the following example the data movement is from operand-2 

to operand-I: 

SET operand-l EQ operand - 2. 

In the next example, the data movement is from operand-l to operand-2 . 

MOVE operand-l to operand -2. 

The difference in usefulness of the two operators may he stated as follows: 

SET • •• EQ is valuable when one of sever al quantities 1s to be 

moved to a single data field; 

MOVE ••• TO is valuable when a single quantity is to be moved to 

one of several data fields . 

QUESTIONS 

1. What is the difference between SET and MOVE? 

2. Must there be a Y or N in each condition entry space of a limited 



ANSWERS - EXAMPLE Z 

1 . SET transfers the values of the second operand to the first; 

HOVE transfers the fi rst to the second. 

2. No, it may be blank. 

3. Data names. 

4 . Rule 2: If t he stock type is 02. se t TYPE equa 1 to "BANK", move 

s tock va lue to VALUE 2, and print the report names REPORT. 

TAB007 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 

C.oDE EQ liN" "B" "S" "A" 

SET NAMENO EQ READl - X X X 

SET BNDAMT EQ READ2 X - X 

SET BNDAMT EQ BNDAMl + READ - + READ3 

SET STKAMT EQ READ4 - X X 

SET STKAMT EQ STKAMl - - + READS + READ5 

DO - TABOl2 TAB013 TABOl2 

DO - - - TAB013 

GO TO TABOl 6 - X X X 



The Sequenoe Control Operator DO s sts up a transfer to another table, 

and the return when that table has been exec,uted. Therefore, in Rule 4, 

if canE equals "All, TAB012 would be executed, control would then return to 

the next action rule which is DO TAB013. After control was returned to 

TABOO7, TAB013 would be executed. The Sequence Control Operator 00 TO 

would then transfer control to TAB0l6. In the absenoe of a 00 TO Operator, 

Control 18 transferred to the next table BS directed b,y the table header or 

executive routine. 

TABOO? 

RULE 4 . 

DO • ~"o 

.", DO ... ,n1 

.J.. 00 TO 

, 
" 

~ 1016 

QUESTIONl 

L What, action is specified by a DO? 

, 

TAB ~ 

TAB . Q.1J 



AmWEHB - EXAMPLE 6 

1. Execute the table named in the operand and return to the following Action. 

2. If the code is Sj ,move READ 1 to NAMENO, move READ4 to STKAMl', move 

(STKAMr + READ5) to STKAMr, DO Table 013, and GO TO Table 016. 

3. The next table as specl.f1ed. 



r TABool 1 2 3 4 5 6 ELS 

STOCK-NR-A EQ STOCK-NR-C 

STOCK-NR-A LR STOCK-NR-C 

STOCK-NR-A GR STOCK-NR-C 

CHANGE-CODE EQ "REC" 

CHANGE-CODE EQ il SHIP" 

CHANGE-CODE EQ "ADJUST" 

CHANGE-CODE EQ "NEW-ITEM" 

QUANTITY GR ON-HAND-A 

MOVE (ON-HAND-A + QUANTITY) TO ON-HAND-A 

MOVE (ON-HAND-A - QUANTITY) TO ON-HANO-A 

SET CHANGE-CODE EQ "BACK-ORDER" 

WRITE SHIP-ORDER FROM CHANGE 

WRITE NEW-MASTER FROM MASTER 

WRITE NEW-MASTER FRCM CHANGE 

READ CHANGE 

READ MASTER 

DO ERROR-ROUTINE 

GO TO TAB006 

PROBLEM 1 



The purpose of this exercise 1s to complete the limited entry table on 

the opposite page. The problem is a simplified file maintenance application. 

Except for starting and ending procedure,s. which are taken care of in additional 

tables, the entire procedure is handled in this single table. The file names 

and relevant data fields are listed below: 

File Names Data Fields 

Inputs: l. Master file l. Stock-Nr -A 
2. On-Hand-A 

'2. Change file l. Stock-Nr- C 
2. Quantity 
3. Change-Code 

Outputs: l. New-Mas ter file (Same as Maste r f11e) 

2. Ship-Order file (Same as Change flle) 

When an item from the Master file does not have a Change file record 

to apply against it, write the Master file record to the New-Master file . 

When an item from the Change file does not correspond to a Master file 

record, it must be a "NEW-ITEM". In this case, create a New-Master file 

record from the Change file r ecord. 

Wben the Stock Number of the Master file agrees with the Stock Number 

of the Change file, update the Master file record as follows: 

a. If the Change-Code is equal to "REC", adjust quantity on hand. 

b. If the Change-Code is equal to "SHIP", and the quantity re-

ques ted is available, adjust ON-HAND-A and write Shipping 

Order. If the quantity requested i s not available, modify 

.. ~. -. ----_ .. 



TABool 1 2 3 4 5 6 ELSE 

STOCK- NR- A EQ 51'OCK- NR-C Y Y Y Y N N 

STOCK-NR -A LR STOCK-NR-C N N N N Y N 

STOCK-NR-A GR STOCK-NR-C N N N N N Y 

CHANGE-CODE EQ "REe" N N Y N N 

CHANGE-CODE EQ "SHIP" Y Y N N N 

CHANGE - CODE EQ "ADJUST" . N N N Y N 

CHANGE -CODE EQ "NEW-ITEM" N N N N Y 

QUANTITY GR ON-RAND-A N Y 

MOVE (ON- HAND-A + QUANTITY) TO ON-HAND-A X X 

MOVE (ON - RAND - A - QUANTITY) TO ON-HAND-A X 

SET CHANGE-CODE EQ "BACK-ORDER" X 

WRITE SHIP -ORDER FROM CHANGE X X 

WRITE NEW-MASTER FROM MASTER X 

WRITE NEW -MASTER FROM CHANGE X 

READ CHANGE X X X X X 

READ MASTER X 

DO ERROR- ROUTINE X 

GO TO TABOO6 X X X X X X X 

PROBLD1 1 



CONDITIONS AND ACTIONS 

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS 

This section of the manual will deseribe i n detail a basic set of 

Condition and Action funetions t hat are appropriate for use in decision 

tables. These functions are , in fact, a subset of those deseribed in 

the DETAB~X Manual. with minor modifications. The sampl e problems in 

the following section of the manual will only use functions from this 

basic set, and a condensed reference list of the functions will be found 

at the end of this manual. 

The structure of the decision tables used in the example will be 8S 

s hown here: 

Entries 
S b tu " Rule 1 Rule 2 etc. Rule n ELSE 

Conditions ~- ~ 
Actions 

Notes: 

1. The combination of conditions that define eaeh rule must not be 



3. If none of the rulel'; can be satisfied then the actions associa-

ted with the J~LSE column will be executed. The ELSE column may 

be omitted if desired, but if there are a ny circumstances under 

which no rule will be satisfied then the user should realize 

that no actions will be taken under those circumstances. 

4 . The use of a formula as nn operand in conditions or actions allows 

arithmetic operations to be performed . The normal conventions 

are used within this manual , as indicated below: 

Ari thmetic 
Operators 

+ 

* 
/ 

Meaning 

plus 

minus 

mul tiplied by 

divided by 

exponentiated by 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Evaluation Sequence 

** 
* and I 

+ and 
un l ess modified by 
the presence of 
parentheses ( and ) . 

(COMMENT: The Evaluation Sequence indicates that in evaluating 
a formula the normal algebraic rules are followed, e.g., multipli
cation and division take precedence over addition and 8ubtract~on, 
and portions of the formula within the parentheses are evaluated 
before the portions outside the parentheses . ) 



1. CONDITIONS 

In the following discussion, three types of conditions will be 

introduced : 

B. Relation Tests 

b. Condition-Names 

c . End- File Tes ts 

The use of each type will be shown both for limited entry and ex

tended entry condition rows. 

8. Relation Tests 

A Relation Test is a comparison to determine if the value of an 

item 1s equal to, greater than, or less than, the value of another 

item. Its format is: 

operand-l operator operand - 2 

The permissible operator s in relations, with their equivalen t 

meanings, are : 

Relation Operator Meaning 

GR GRea ter than 

LR LesseR than 

EQ EQual to 

LE Less than or Equal to 

GE Greater than or Equal to 

NE Not Equal to 



Examples: 

DEDUCTION GR NET-PAY means "if Deduction is greater than Net-Pay" 

(3 * P ** 2 + 5 * Q ** 2) I R LE 45 means "if the sum of 3 times P 

squared, and 5 times Q squared, a ll divided by R. is less than or 

equal to 45" 

Note that the word IF i s impUed because the relation test is written in 

the Condition part of a decision table. 

In a limited entry condition row the whole relation test is written in the 

condition 

-or 

Example: 

stub. The condition entry co lumns may contain: 

Entry 

y 

N 

blank 

Meaning 

The condition must be sa tisfied if the rule 
(column) is to be satisfied. 

The condition must not be satisfied if the 
rule is to be satisfied. 

The cond ition is irrelevant for this rule. 

Condi tion Stub Condition Entries 

Rule 1 Rule 2 

DEDUCTION LR NET-PAY Y N 

PAY-CODE EQ "M" N -

In the above table, Rule I is satisfied if Deduction is less than Net - Pay, 

and Pay-Code is not an H; Rule 2 is satisfied if Deduction 1s not less 

than Net-Pay. regardles s of the value of Pay-Code. 



Question 1 

Write condi tions in the table below so that Rule 1 is sa tisfied if 

PART-NO is equal to SOLD-PART, and BALANCE is less than SOLD-AMT, and 

RES-CODE is not equa l to an R. Use a Y in the entry wherever possible. 

Rule 1 Rule 2 

Answer on page 6 

Question 2 

Write entries in the preceding table so that Rule 2 is satisfied if 

PART-NO is equal to SOLD-PART, and BALANCE is not less than SOLD-AMT. 

and RES - CODE is equal to "R". 

Answer au page 7 

Question 3 

Rewrite in the table below the conditions for question 1 in such a 

way that the entries under Rule 1 can contain an N wherever possible. 

Rule 1 

Answer on page 8 



Answer 1 

Rule 1 Rule 2 

PARI-NO EQ SOLD-PRI Y 

BALANCE LR SOLD-AMT Y 

RES-CODE NE "RI! Y 

Now turn back to question 2 . 



r 

Rule 1 Rule 2 

PART-NO EQ SOLD- PART Y Y 

BALANCE LR SOLD-AMT Y N 

RES-CODE NE uRI! Y N 

Now turn back to question 3 . 



Answer 3 

R le 1 u 

PART-NO NE SOLD-PART N 

BALANCE GE SOLD-ANT N 

RES-CODE EQ "R" N 



In an extended entry cond i tion row a relation test is s pli t between 

the condition stub and the condition entry in one of the followi ng ways: 

Condition Entries 

Condition Stub Rule I Rule 2 Rule 3 

opcrand - l operator oper and-2a oper and-2b etc. 

operand-l operator-a operator-b etc. 

operand - 2a operand-2b 

As before, an entry may contain -- or blank to indicate that t he condition 

is not relevant to a particular rule. 

Example: 

Condition Entries 

Cond i tion Stub Rule I Rule 2 Rule 3 

ORDER- CODE EQ "Mil "5" -

HP-RATING EQ MAX-HP LR MAX-liP GR MAX-HP 

Question 4 

Write conditions in the table below in extended form so that Rule 1 is 

satisfied if PAY- CODE is Wand PAY-RATE is less than 65, Rule 2 1s sati sfied 

if PAY-CODE is Wand PAY-RATE 1s less than 90 but not less than 65, Rule 3 is 

satisfied if PAY- CODE is Wand PAY- RATE is not less than 90 and Rule 4 is 

satisfied if PAY-CODE is not equal to W. 

Rule I Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 
\I 



Answer 4 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 

PAY-CODE EQ "W" EQ "WI! EQ "W" NE "\r' 

PAY-RATE LR 6S 90 - -

PAY-RATE GE - 6S 90 -



Question 5 

Remembering that each rule must be independent of all other rules, so 

that only one rule can be satisfied at anyone time, what is wrong with the 

following example? 

Rule I Rule 2 Rule 3 ELSE 

PAY-CODE EQ "H" Y Y Y 

OT-HOURS GR 20 10 0 

Answer on page 12 

Question 6 

What happens in the above example if PAY-CODE is an Hand OT-HOURS 

equals zero? 

Answer on page 13 

Question 7 

Rewrite the above example to e liminate the errors. 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 ELSE 

Answer on page 14 



Answer 5 

If Rule 1 is satisfied, Rules 2 and 3 are also satisfied. 

If Rule 2, but not Rule 1. is satisfied, Rule 3 is a190 satisfied. 

Now turn back to question 6. 



Answer 6 

The actions associated with the ELSE column are executed. 

Now turn back to question 1. 



Answer 7 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 ELSE 

PAY-CODE EQ "H'I Y Y Y 

OT-HOURS GR 20 10 0 

OT -HOURS LE 20 10 



• 

b. Condition-Names 

The second type of condit i on to be di'scussed here i s the Condition

Name . Suppose that a data item whose data-name is MARITAL-STATUS can 

possess t he values 1, 2, 3, or 4, indica ting r es pective ly Single, Married, 

Widowed, or Divorced. I n order to state the condition "I f Married" , the 

word MARRIED may be used in the decision table ins tead of the r e lation 

test MARITAL- STATUS EQ 2. This form of condit ion is known as a Condition

Name; it is mo r e compact and often is more readily unders t ood by users of 

the t able than the equivalent relation t est would be . 

In the example just mentioned the r e are actually four condition-names 

associated with the data-item MARITAL- STATUS: 

Value 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Condition-Name 

SINGLE 

MARRIED 

WIDOWED 

DIVORCED 

It is not necessary to define in the decision tables themselves the 

condition-names that are to be associated with a given data-name. Thi s 

definition would normally be given in that part of the problem-statement in 

which the data items entering the prob l em are described, t hat is to say the 

Data Descriptions. The entries for the above example might appear in the 

Data Descriptions as follows : 



In a limited entry condition-row the condition-name is written in t he 

condition stub. The condition entry columns may contain Y, N, or blank; 

the meanings of these entries are exactly as explained previously for 

relation tests. 

Example: 

Suppose the following data-names and condition-names have been defined: 

SINGLE 

MALE 

In the above 

MARITAL-STATUS 

SINGLE 

MARRIED 
WIDOWED 

- 1 
• 2 
• 3 

DIVORCED :0 4 

Rule 

II 
y 

Y 

1 Rule 2 

y 

N 

SEX- CODE 

MALE .. ''M'' 

FEMALE .. "F" 

Rule 3 

1::::3 
table Rule 1 is satisfied if MARITAL-STATUS equals 1 and 

SEX-CODE is an M; Rule 2 is satisfied if MARITAL- STATUS equals.l and SEX- CODE 

is not an M; Rule 3 is satisfied if MARITAL-STATUS is not equal to I, rega r d-

less of the value of SEX-CODE . 

Question 8 

Usi~g the condition-names defined above, write conditions in the limited 

entry table below so that Rule 1 is satisfied for Single Males whose AGE is 

less than 25; Rule 2 is satisfied for Single Males whose AGE is not less than 



Answer 6 

R le 1 u R 1 2 u e R 1 3 u e R 1 4 u e 

SINGLE y Y Y N 

MALE Y Y N 

AGE LR 25 Y N 

Question 9 

In the following table, which categories of persons will cause the 

ELSE actions to be executed? 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 ELSE 

SINGLE Y N 

DIVORCED Y N N 

FEMALE Y Y Y N 

Answer on page 16 



Answer 9 

Divorced Males. The first three rule.s exhaust all the possibilities 

of MARITAL-STATUS for Females. and the 4th Rule is satisfied for all Males 

who are not Divorced. 



In an extended entry condition-row any of the condition-names associated 

with a particula r data-name may appear 1n the successive entries of a row. 

A blank may be left if the value of the data-name is not relevant to a 

particular rule. The condition stub may no t be lef t blank. 

Example: 

:Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 ELSE 

MARITAL-STATUS SINGLE SINGLE MARRIED [5<: SEX-CODE MALE FEMALE 

Note that within a single condition row all condition-names must be associa-

ted with the ~ data-name. 

Question 10 

Find the error in the following example: 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule4 

MARITAL-STATIJS SINGLE SINGLE DIVORCED 

.SEX-CODE MALE FEMALE WIDOWED 



Answer 10 

WIDOWED is not as sociated with the same data-name as MALE and FEMALE, 

and should not appear in row 2. It would be legitimate in row I, however. 

Question 11 

Assuming the following definitions have been made: 

BODY-TYPE AGE-YRS STATUS 

SEDAN • 1 nUS-YEAR .. 0 NEW - "N" 
HRDTP - 2 LAST-YEAR - 1 USED • "11" 
CNVTBL - 3 ANCIENT - 2 
STNWGN - 4 

and that no other values of the data-names are permissible, rewrite the 

following table using condition-names wherever possible: 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 

BODY-TYPE EQ 1 1 1 3 4 

AGE-YRS LR 1 EQ 1 GR 1 

STATUS EQ "N" Y N N 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 



Answer 11 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 

BODY-'lYPE SEDAN SEDAN SEDAN CNVTBL STNWGN 

AGE-YRS TIllS-YEAR LAST-YEAR ANCIENT 

STATUS NEIl USED USED 

Note that no relation-operators should appear 1n the condition stub since 

all rows have been converted to condition-nmne rows. 



, 
c. End-File Tests 

The third, and simplest, type of condition to be discussed here i. 

the End-File Test . While this test Is related more to a specific technique 

of processing data than to the inherent characteristics of the data itself. 

it is included he re as an aid in practical appl i cations of decision tables. 

The format of the test Is: 

EOP ON fIle-name 

File-name is t he Dame assigned to a file which contains input data to 

be proces sed in a serial fashion. Each time that a READ action 18 executed 

for the file to obtain the next i n formation unit or record, an end-file 

. test s hould be made before that information is examined or processed in 

any way, in csse it should happen that the READ action failed to find a ny 

further information on the file. 

In a limited entry condition-row the end-file test is written in the 

condition stub. The condition entry columns may contain Y. N. or blank, 

just as before. 

Example: 

Rule 1 Rule 2 

EOF ON ORDERS -RECEIVED N y 

End-file tests may not be written in extended entry form since only ~ 

file may be tested for an end -condition in a single condition-row . 



Question 12 

Remembering that rules should not be defined such that more than one 

of them can be satisfied simultaneously, why would it be improper to allow 

end-file tests in extended entry form a8 shown below? 

Rule I Rule 2 ELSE 

I EOF ON Ii TRANSACTIONS MASTER 



, 
Answer 12 

If an end-file condition had been reached on both of the files 

TRANSACTIONS and MASTER, then Rule 1 and Rule 2 would be satisfied 

simultaneously. 

Question 13 

Write end-file tests in the following table (in limited entry form) 

such that Rule 1 1s satisfied if no end-file conditions have been reached, 

Rule 2 is satisfied if an end - file condition has been reached on TRANSACTIONS 

hut not on MASTER. and Rule 3 is satisfied if an end-file condition has been 

reached on MASTER but not on TRANSACTIONS. 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 ELSE 

II 
Answer on next page. 

Question 14 

What happens in the preceding case 1f an end-file condition has been 

reached on both files7 



Answer 13 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 ELSE 

rl_::_: __ :-_N_~ __ S_TE_S_:C_T_I_O_N_S~I ___ : __ ~ ___ : ____ ~ ___ : ____ ~~ 

Now turn back to question 14. 



Answer 14 

The action in the ELSE column will be executed. 



II. ACTIONS 

In the following discussion three g~neral types of Actions will be 

discussed. Each general type of Action includes a number of specific 

action operators, as shown below: 

a. 

h. 

c. 

Arithmetic and Data Manipulation 

Sequence Control 

Input-Output 

Action Operators 

MOVE, SET, ADD, SUBTRACT 

DO. GO TO 

READ, WRITE 

The use of each type will be s hown both for limited entry and extended 

entry action rows. 

8. Arithmetic and Data Manipulation 

MOVE -
The format of the MOVE action statement is: 

MOVE operand-l TO data-name 

The operand - l which immediately follows the operator MOVE may be 

anyone of the following: 

Operand 

data-name 

literal 

fonnula 

MOVE 

MOVE 

MOVE 

Example 

NEW-AMT TO POLICY-AMT 

2 TO MARITAL-STA11]S 

(AMI + EXCESS) * RATE TO CHARGES 

In the first example the contents of the item NEW-AMT is transferved 

to the item POLICY-AMT; in the second example the value 2 is trans-



In a limited entry action row the whole MOVE action statement is 

written in the action stub. The action entry may contain : 

Entry Meaning 

X 

(hyphen) or blank 

The action will be executed when the rule is satisfied; 

The action will not be executed when the rule is satisfied. 

Example: 

Action Stub Action Entries 

Rule I Rule 2 

MOVE NEw-AMT TO POLICY-AMI X X 

MOVE "B" TO BONUS-CODE X -

In an extended entry action row the data-name that follows the word TO is 

written in the action entry . while the rest of the action statement is 

written in the action stub. As before, the action entry may contain -- or 

blank to indicate that the action is not to be executed for a particular 

rule. 

Example: 

Action Stub Ac tion Entries 

Rule I Rule 2 ELSE 

POLICY-TYPE EQ "A" 

MOVE NEW-AMT 

MOVE NEW-AMT * RATE TO A-CHARGE B-CHARGE 



Question 15 
/ 

At some point 1n the processing of factory orders possessing a 

JOB-CODE item which may take the values A, B, C, or D, the item PRICE 

must be placed in the item NET-A, NET-B, NET-C, or NET-D respectively, 

depending on JOB-CODE. If JOB-CODE is A or B, the PRICE multiplied by 1. 1 

must be placed in GROSS-A or GROSS-B respectively, while if the JOB-CODE 1, 

C or 0, the PRICE multiplied by 1.2 must be placed in GROSS - C or GROSS -D 

respectively. In addition, if JOB-CODE is A or 0 then the value R71 should 

be placed in the item SHOP-ORDER; if B, then R82 should be placed there, 

and if C, then T34 should be placed there. Using the MOVE action, describe 

the above operations in the following table. Use extended entry rows wherever 

this will reduce the number of rows that must be written in the table. Do 

not omit quote marks from non- numeric literals . 



AnRwcr 15 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 

JOB-CODE EQ "A" "B" "C" "DIt 

MOVE PRICE TO NET-A NET-B NET-C NET-D 

MOVE PRICE * 1.1 TO GROSS-A GROSS-B 

MOVE PRICE * 1.2 TO GROSS·C CROSS-D 

MOVE "R71" TO SHOP-ORDER X X 

MOVE "R82" TO SHOP-ORDER X 

MOVE "T34" TO SHOP-ORDER X 



SET -
In the question just completed you 'will notice that in the action row 

MOVE PRICE TO ...... it was possible to write the various receiving items 

NET-A, NET-B, NET-C, and NET-D in the Bction entry columns for the cor-

responding rules, since PRICE was a common sending item . However, this 

was not possible when the various sending items "R71" , "R82", and "TJ4" 

had to be moved to a common receiving item SHOP-ORDER. and thus several 

rows were required in the table to express the actione instead of only one 

row. To eliminate this restriction the SET Bction is introduced . It's 

fonnat is: 

SET data-name EQ operand-2 

The operand-2 which follows the word EQ may be a data-name, literal, or 

formula, s imilar to operand-l of the MOVE action. However, the action takes 

place from right to left in this case, instead of from left to right, i .e., 

SET caus es the va lue of operand-2 to ,be placed in the data-name that follows 

the operator SET . 

In a limited entry action row the whole SET statement is written in the 

action stub, while in an extended entry row operand-2, if it is a data-name 

or a literal, is written in the entry. When a formula is used as the operand-2 

of a SET in an extended entry row the last data-name or literal that appears 

in the formula, and also the preceding arithmetic operator if desired, is 

written in the entry, and the remainder of the formula is written in the 



Examples: 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 

SET POLICY- AMT EQ NEW- AMT X X 

SET PREMIUM EQ NEW-AMI * RATE X X 

SET AGENCY EQ NEW-AGENCY OLD-AGENCY 

SET BONUS - CODE EQ "B" "c" 

SET AGENT - FEE EQ (NEW -AMT + BONUS) * RATE-A RATE-B 

SET BILLING- RATE EQ RATE + .02 - .01 

Question 16 

Show in the first act ion row of Table 2 below how the last three 

ac tion rows of t he example in ques tion 15 can be expressed in a s ingle 

action row; for convenience , that part of the example is repeated here 

as Table l. Show in the second act i on r ow how to add 5, 10 , 15 or 20 
t. , 

to the item SURPLUS, for JOB - CODE equa l t o A, B, C, or D resp.ectively . 
" "" "" ',," .. 

Te bl 1 e Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 
. 

JOB-CODE EQ "A" l1 B't "c" "0" 

MOVE "R71" TO SHOP-ORDER X X 

MOVE "R82" TO SHOP-ORDER X 

MOVE "T34" TO SHOP-ORDER X 

Table 2 . Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Ru l e 4 

JOB-CODE EQ 

II 
"A" liB" "c" "D" 



Answer 16 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 

JOB-CODE EQ "A" liB" "Cit "0" 

SET SHOP -ORDER EQ "R7l" "R82" "T34" tlR7l" 

SET SURPLUS EQ SURPLUS + 5 10 15 20 



Question 17 

The following table was established to accumulate counts of each type 

of job processed . 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule .3 

JOB -CODE EQ "A" "B" "c" 

SET A-COUNT EQ A-COUNT + 1 X 

SET B-COUNT EQ B-COUNT + 1 X 

SET C-COUNT EQ C-COUNT + 1 X 

Rewrite the fi r st action , using the MOVE operator in a limited entry form. 

I MOVE II X 

Answer on page .35 

Question 18 

I s there a way of expressing all three action rows from question 17 as 

a single extended entry action row, using either a HOVE or SET ope'rator as 

described in this manual7 If not . invent your own action operator and format 

to solve the problem. 

II 
Answer on page .36 



Answer 17 

MOVE A-COUNT + 1 TO A-COUNT II X 

Now turn back to question 18. 



AnJIIW81' 18 

NOI when an arithmetic operand is the same item that is used for 

storalG of the result of the operation, and this item is not common 

from one rule to another , MOVE and SET statements as described here will 

not accommodate expansion into extended entry form . We recommend the 

following: 

ADD I TO A-COUNT B-COUNT C-COUNT 



ADD and SUBTRACT 

The question just completed provided a demonstration of the utility 

of an ADD action. A corresponding SUBTRACT action is included here. 

Since it is r e latively less like ly that the result item of a multiply or 

divide operation would have to be stored in one of the operand item8, it 

does not seem to be necessary to introduce MULTIPLY and DIVIDE actions. 

The options available through the U8e of formulae will normally be adequate. 

The formats for ADD and SUBTRACT actions are: 

ADD operand-l TO data-name 

SUBTRACT operand-l FROM data-name 

Operand-l may be a literal or data-name. 

In limited entry action rows the whole action statement is written in 

the action stub. In extended entry action rows the data-name following the 

word TO or FROM is written in the entry. 

Example: 

ADD TAX TO NET X X 

SUBTRACT AMOUNT FROM TOTAL-A TOTAL-B 



b. Sequence Control 

GO TO == 

A decision table specifies a f:et of rules each of which consists of 

a set of conditions to be test:ed, together with a corresponding 

sequence of actions. The action sequence corresponding to a par-

ticular rule is executed if the rule is satisfied. The whole process 

of evaluating the conditions and executing the appropriate actions i. 

initiated when sequence control is passed to the table. After CDm-

pletion of the appropriate actions it will normally be necessary 

for processing to continue under control of another table. Accord-

ingly the last action associated with a rule may be to pass sequence 

control to another table. This is achieved with a GO action statement; 

which has the format: 

GO TO table-name 

Every table should possess a name to enable references to be made to 

it by GO actions. The name is written above the top left-hand corner 

of the table. 

It is not possible to pass control to a portion or subdivision, of ~ 

table. If this type of action is required the table must be rewritten 

8S two or more tables each with its own name. 

If the las t action statement associated with a rule is not a GO TO 

statement. then sequence control passes to the next table. 



In a limited entry action row the whole statement is writteh in the 

stub. 

In an extended entry action row the table-name which appears in the 

GO statement may be written in the entry. 

Example: 

The name of the following table is CODE-TEST. 

CODE-TEST Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 ELSE 

JOB-CODE EQ "A" "B" "c" 

ADD 1 TO A-COUNT B-COUNT C-COUNT ERROR-COUNT 

GO TO TAB-A TAB-B TAB-X -
GO TO ERROR - - - X 

. 

The functions in the second and third acti on rows are separated 

pure ly for illustrative purposes. 

Question 19 

What i s wrong with the following tab l e? 

FIRST-TAB Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 ELSE 

MARITAL-STATUS SINGLE SINGLE MARRIED MARRIED rx MALE y N Y N 

00 TO TAB-S2 - TAB-M2 - TAB-G 

00 TO TAB-F - X - X X 

Answe r : 



Answer 19 

The ELSE column specifies two tables to which sequence control i8 to 

be transferred. 

FIRST-TAB Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 ELSE 

MARITAL-STATUS SINGLE SINGLE MARRIED MARRIED X MALE Y N Y N 

GO TO TAB-S2 TAB-F TAB-H2 TAB-F TAB-G 

Answer questions 20 and 21 before turning the page. 

Question 20 

If no ELSE column had been written for the above tab~e, and MARITAL

STATUS was neither SINGLE nor MARRIED, what would happen to the sequence 

control? 

Answer: 

Question 21 

If the entry TAB-F were omitted from Rule 2 in the above table .. how 

else could you prevent sequence control from being undefined when the 

conditions of Rule 2 were satisfied? 

Answer: 



Answer 20 

Sequence control would be undefined under these circumstances. This 

is a serious error in the preparation of the table. 

Answer 21 

Write EXIT: TAB-F (for example) beneath the table name FIRST-TAB, 

then sequence control would still pass to TAB-F when Rule 2 was satisfied. 



The DO action statement has the format 

DO table¥name 

Like the GO TO action, it causes sequence control to be passed to 

another table, but, in addition, it causes control to be returned to the 

normal sequence of actions in the original table after the actions associ.· 

ted with any rule of the other table have been executed. Notice that the 

sets of actions in this other table should not terminate with GO TO action. 

since they would then contradict the return of control that is indicated 

by the DO action. 

Again, like to GO TO action, the table·name may appear in the entry 

of an extended entry row. 

Example: 

CODE-TEST Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 ELSE 

JOB-CODE EQ "A" "B" "c" 

ADD 1 TO A-COUNT B-COUNT C-COUNT -
00 AS-PROCESS X X - -
DO AC-PROCESS X - X -
DO A-EDIT B-EDIT C·EDIT ERRORS 

GO TO NEXT-JOB X X X X 



Answer 22 

Go to table AC - PROCESS 

Return to Action 4 of table CODE-TEST 

Go to table C-EDIT 

Return to action 5 of table CODE-TEST 

Go to table NEXT-JOB 

Question 23 

Could the 2nd and 3rd action rows be combined into a single extended 

entry action row? Write your solution or reasoning here. 



Answer 23 

No. In Rule 1 the actions 8pecified in the 2nd and 3rd rows must 

both be executed. This could not be expre8sed in a single action row. 



c. Input·Output 

WRITE 

The format of a WRITE action is: 

WRITE file-name 

File-name is the name of some file which has been designated to 

receive output data from t he processing operation . The action 

causes the current unit of information. or record, that is associated 

with the file to be placed on the file. The record is then no longer 

accessible and cannot be processed by condition tests or action 

statements. However , it may be possible to retrieve the record 

for further process ing by means of the READ action, if the file 

is of a type which pe rmits direct Read-back. 

The format of a READ action is: 

READ file-name 

File-name is the name of some file which contains input data t o be 

processed. The action causes a unit of informe tion . or record, to 

be brought from the file to an access area where it can be processed 

by condition tests or action statements. After a READ action, the 

information brought i n by the previous READ is not accessible. 



MAIN-TABLE Rule I Rule 2 ELSE 

JOB-CODE EQ "A" "B" >< QTY -ORDERED LE 1000 Y Y 

DO A-EDIT B-EDIT ERRORS 

WRITE EDITED EDITED RFJECTS 

READ INPUT-JOBS X X X 

GO TO MAIN-TABLE X X X 

Question 24 

In the above example. what kinds of actions would you expect to find 

in table A-EDIT, bearing in mind that the data acceS8 areas associated 

with the two file8 EDITED and INPUT-JOBS are separate and distinct? 

Answer: 



I , 

Answer 24 

The expected actions would include MOVE and/or SET statements to 

transfer data from the access area aS Boc iated with the INPUT-JOBS file 

to the access area associated with the EDITED file. These statements 

could involve some arithmeti.c computations also. 

,. 



REFERENCE LIST OF BASIC FUNCTIONS 

FOR' DECISION TABLES 

I. CONDITIONS 

a. Relation Tests 

Rule n 

operand-l operator operand-2 
y 
N 

blank or -

operand-l operator rPerand-2 
blank or -} 

operand-! operator operand-2 
blank or -

Operands Operators Meaning 

Data-names GR GReater than 

Literals LR LesseR than 

Formulas EQ EQual to 

LE Lees than ,or 

GE Greater than 

NB Not Equal to 

b. Condition-Names 

Rule n 

y 
condition-name N 

blank or -

associated da ta-name tondi tion-n"",e 
blank or -

Equal to 

or Equal to 



II . ACTIONS 

A. Arithmetic and Data Manipulation 

MUst appear in Stub 

{data-name 
MOVE 11 tero.l ro 

fonnula 

~ 

SET data-name EQ 

[. formula ~ 
(except last operand) 

ADD 11 tet's 1 
TO 

data-name 

SUBTRACT 
{literal 

data-name 
FROM 

b. Seguence Control 

Must appeal;' in Stub 

GO ro 
'. 

DO 

c. InEut-OutL~ut 

Must appear in Stub 

READ 

WRITE 

II 

II 

May appear in 
Stub or Entry 

data~name 

data-name 
literal 

G fornula ~ 
(last operand) 

data-name 

data-name 

. May appear in 
Stub or Entry 

table-name 

table-hame 

May appear in 
Stub or Entry 

file-name 

fi 1 p_nSlmp 

. 




